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Outline

• Basic Structured Query Language (SQL)

• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
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What is SQL?

• SQL (Structured Query Language) performs operations on the records stored

in the database, such as updating records, inserting records, deleting records,

creating and modifying database tables, views, etc.

• SQL is not a database but a query language. To use it, you must install a

database management system in your systems, for example, Oracle, MySQL,

MongoDB, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, DB2, etc.
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MySQL Database Example
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SQL Database

• Syntax of Create Use and Drop Database statement in MySQL.

• When this query is executed successfully, then it will show "Database created

successfully". You can verify whether your database is created in SQL by:

• Syntax of Use and Rename statement in MySQL
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SQL Table
Table is a collection of data, organized in terms of rows and columns.

• Create a table in MySQL database.

Without using a PRIMARY KEY. With a PRIMARY KEY.
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SQL Table
• MySQL Data Types (other types like ENUM, SET and BLOB are less popular).
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SQL Table

• MySQL Numeric Data Types (other types like DOUBLE, DECIMAL, and BOOL

are less popular).
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SQL Table

• MySQL Date and Time Data Types.
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SQL Table
• A SQL DROP TABLE statement is used to delete a table definition and all data

from a table.

• The DELETE statement is used to delete rows from a table. If you want to

remove a specific row from a table you should use WHERE condition.

• A truncate SQL statement is used to remove all rows (complete data) from a

table. It is similar to the DELETE statement with no WHERE clause.
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SQL Insert
• Inserting data directly into a table.

Let’s take an example of a table that has five records within it.
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SQL Insert
• Inserting data directly into a table.

It will show the following table as the final result.
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SQL Insert

• Inserting data through SELECT Statement
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SQL Insert
• Inserting multiple rows into a single table in a single statement. Please check the

following example

Step 1: Select the database in which we want to create a table.

Step 2: Create a table named student in the selected database ’dbs’.

Step 3: write a single query to insert multiple records in the student table:
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SQL Insert
• Inserting multiple rows into a single table in a single statement. Please check the

following example
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SQL Select

• SELECT Statement in SQL.

If you want to access all rows from all fields of the table, use the following SQL

SELECT syntax with * asterisk sign.
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SQL Select
• SELECT Statement with WHERE clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select

• SELECT Statement with WHERE clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SQL SELECT Statement with GROUP BY clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SQL SELECT Statement with GROUP BY clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SQL SELECT Statement with HAVING clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SQL SELECT Statement with HAVING clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SELECT Statement with ORDER BY clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Select
• SELECT Statement with ORDER BY clause. The syntax is:

Example:
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SQL Key

• A column is called primary key that uniquely identifies each row in the table.

When multiple columns are used as a primary key, it is known as composite

primary key.
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SQL Key

• SQL primary key for one column:
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SQL Key

• SQL primary key for multiple columns:
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SQL Key

• Alternate key is a secondary key it can be simple to understand by an example.

Let’s take an example of a student it can contain NAME, ROLL NO., ID, and

CLASS. Here ROLL NO. is the primary key and the rest of the columns like

NAME, ID, and CLASS are alternate keys.
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SQL View

• SQL provides the concept of VIEW, which hides the complexity of the data and

restricts unnecessary access to the database. It permits the users to access only a

particular column rather than the whole data of the table.

• The View in the SQL is considered as the virtual table, which depends on the

result-set of the predefined SQL statement.

• Like the SQL tables, Views also store data in rows and columns, but the rows do

not have any physical existence in the database.
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SQL View
• Create View from Single Table. The Syntax is:

Example: Let’s consider the following Student_Details table
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SQL View
• Create View from Single Table. The Syntax is:

Example: Let’s create a view from the table and check the view.
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SQL View
• Create View from Single Table. The Syntax is:

Example: The result is:
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SQL View

• Create View from Multiple Tables. The Syntax is:

Example: Let’s consider the Student_Details and Teacher_Details table.
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SQL View
• Create View from Multiple Tables. The Syntax is:

Example: Let’s create a view from both tables and check the view.
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SQL View
• Create View from Multiple Tables. The Syntax is:

Example: The result is:
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SQL View

• Insert the new row into the existing view. Example:

• Delete the existing row from the view. Example:

• Drop a View. Example:
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Question and Answering (Q&A)
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